The Detection and Analysis of Chromosome Fragile Sites.
A fragile site is a chromosomal locus that is prone to form a gap or constriction visible within a condensed metaphase chromosome, particularly following exposure of cells to DNA replication stress. Based on their frequency, fragile sites are classified as either common (CFSs; present in all individuals) or rare (RFSs; present in only a few individuals). Interest in fragile sites has remained high since their discovery in 1965, because of their association with human disease. CFSs are recognized as drivers of oncogene activation and genome instability in cancer cells, while some RFSs are associated with neurodegenerative diseases. This review summaries our current understanding of the nature and causes of fragile site "expression", including the recently characterized phenomenon of telomere fragility. In particular, we focus on a description of the methodologies and technologies for detection and analysis of chromosome fragile sites.